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across states, in particular how racial determinants might be
influencing privatization outcomes. Building upon existing
policy research with theories of social construction and negative racial classification, we argue that privatization
debates over corrections management become more racialized when Black prisoners comprise a larger share of the
state prison population, predicting higher overall levels of
privatization usage. We further argue that this Black prisoner presence-privatization relationship is context-specific
and conditioned by two additional variables: (1) levels of
mass racial stereotyping and (2) partisan composition of
state government. The statistical analysis demonstrates that
racial determinants do significantly influence state prison
privatization decisions and in complex ways as theorized. In
states where Blacks make up a larger share of the prison
population, privatization usage is found to be higher. Additionally, in line with theoretical expectations, Black prisoner
presence is associated with increased privatization levels
most strongly in states where citizenries hold heightened
levels of racial fear and Republicans have increased legislative presence. This research is of keen interest to scholars
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of public policy and management, who could pay more heed
to the ways in which race influences decisions around
administrative structuring and outcomes for taxpayers and
clients.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

Prison privatization or shifting administration of correctional facilities to private firms represents an increasingly
employed tool of American penal governance (Enns & Ramirez, 2018; Gaes, 2005; Jing, 2007; NicholsonCrotty, 2004; Price & Riccucci, 2005; Selman & Leighton, 2010; Berry-James 2012). Under the various banners of
neoliberal administrative reform such as ‘reinventing government’ and ‘new public management’ states first began
experimenting with privatized prison delivery systems in the 1980s. By 2017, a total of 121,718 inmates were
housed in private federal and state prisons – an increase of 39% since 2000 (United States Department of
Justice, 1978–2016). However, the increase in the private prison population has been uneven across the U.S. states.
While 10 states have never utilized private prisons, since 2000 the private prison population has more than doubled
in six states – Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Ohio and Tennessee (The Sentencing Project, 2019). Although the
percentage of all state prisoners housed in private facilities still remains rather small at around 9%, a handful of states
continue to rely on private prisons to house more than 20% of their prisoners. This variation in state prison privatization rates – averaged over the 3-year period 2014–2016 – is evident in Figure 1.
Scholars have sought to understand why some states have aggressively pursued privatization while others have
been more reluctant to do so (Gunderson, 2020; Jing, 2005, 2010; Kim & Price, 2014; Mitchell & Butz, 2019;
Nicholson-Crotty, 2004; Price & Riccucci, 2005). These studies have advanced our understanding of prison privatization adoption, especially the role of budgetary constraints, prison capacity-overcrowding (Kim & Price, 2014; Price &
Riccucci, 2005) and right-wing legislative advocacy (Mitchell & Butz, 2019). However, despite the well-known, longtime association between race and criminal justice in America (Alexander, 2010; Blackmon, 2009; Peffley &
Hurwitz, 2010; Wacquant, 2009) as well as arguments that trends in administrative privatization are an outgrowth of
this history (Hallett, 2006), the role of racial politics has been largely ignored in comparative studies of state prison
privatization.
In a recent article, Enns and Ramirez (2018) argued that support for prison privatization might be understood as
part of the broader relationship between racial prejudice and the use of punitive criminal justice institutions designed
to manage threatening, subordinate populations. Based on an analysis of national survey data they found that support for prison privatization was significantly related to hostility towards Blacks even after controlling for party affiliation, ideology and support for privatizing other government functions. Although their analysis provides convincing
evidence that racial animus has been an important factor contributing to support for prison privatization among the
mass public, this analysis is limited in its ability to explain the growth in the use of private prisons by state
policymakers. Have racial attitudes at the mass level led to the use of prison privatization? If so, how?
We are aware of only one empirical test of the effect of racial animus on state prison privatization rates. In a
2009 study, Price, Carrizales, and Schwester examined the relationship between state Black population size and state
privatization rates during the years 2004–2006. Their results were inconclusive and according to the authors underscored ‘a need to examine more closely the link between the proportion of Blacks in a state and prison privatization’
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Note: The Privatization rate is the number of prisoners housed in privately operated perisons per 100 state
prisoners.
F I G U R E 1 State variation in privatization rate, 2014–2016 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(p. 86). In this paper, we heed their call. In addition to extending the period of analysis through 2016 and utilizing
more direct measures of racial animus, we offer a more textured theoretical argument which accounts for the potentially complex and contingent relationship between racial attitudes, racial context and administrative structuring.
Following the theoretical work of Schneider and Ingram on social construction (1993) and its specific application
to racially diverse target populations (Soss et al., 2011), we test two general hypotheses concerning the effects of
the state racial context on the rate of prison privatization. The social construction hypothesis argues that as the Black
share of the state prison population increases, the debate over privatization becomes more racialized and support
for privatization is more likely to be informed by criminal justice frames rooted in racial stereotypes of ‘violent and
threatening’ Black criminality (Peffley & Hurwitz, 2010). Privatization may thus become more acceptable in such
racialized environments – at least to the white majority – as a tool to manage the costs of mass incarceration without
reducing the overall level of incarceration. Likewise, concerns over the potential tradeoff of prison privatization –
violations of prisoners' rights – are less likely to resonate with white voters when privatization becomes racialized as
the target population is more likely to be perceived as more deserving of punitive treatment and less amenable to
rehabilitation.
Yet, as the privatization debate becomes racialized this is also likely to activate political constituencies and partisan actors that have formed around opposition to criminal justice policies and especially those that disproportionately affect racial minorities. These mediating partisan effects are especially likely where the debate has become
racialized – where minority populations are large and have a disproportionate presence within the prison population.
We predict that the partisan composition of the state legislature conditions the relationship between Black prisoner
presence and prison privatization usage in the state partisanship hypothesis. In particular, we believe that Democratic
Party presence in the state legislature, in the face of prominent Black prisoner presence, is key to understanding
resistance to privatization efforts.
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We test our hypotheses by utilizing state-level panel data on state prison privatization rates for the period
1999–2016. Consistent with our core theoretical arguments rooted in social construction theory, we find that the
relationship between the racial composition of the state prison population and state privatization usage is conditioned by the prevailing construction of racial minorities. That is, the relationship between Black prisoner presence
and privatization usage is most pronounced in states where Black people are viewed by whites as threatening. Additionally, the privatization-increasing effect of the Black prison population is most likely to be found in states where
Republicans comprise a larger portion of the state legislature. Overall, our findings are consistent with theories of
social construction, racial politics and criminal justice policy, but demonstrate the complexity of this relationship and
how it may not be evident by a simple examination of state variation in policy trends.

2 | C O N N EC TI N G R A CI A L CO NT E X T , RA C I A L A T T I T U D E S A N D P R I S O N
PRIVATIZATION
Although some scholars have theorized a role for ‘race’ in the politics of prison privatization, the literature is inconsistent in its conceptualization of racial effects as well as the precise mechanisms that link racial effects to policy outcomes. Some scholars, such as Hallett (2006) and Price et al. (2009) have conceptualized prison privatization as a
disciplinary social control measure directed against minorities, rooted in neoliberal interests of private sector administrative dominance. As Hallett (2006) puts it, ‘private prisons… have much to do with the often racist and exploitative character of our capitalistic economic system’. (pp. 107–108). Similarly, Price et al. (2009) argue that ‘private
prisons reinforce social control strategies as they represent additional space to house minority populations in particular’ (p. 82). This line of reasoning suggests that private sector contracting in corrections represents merely another
vehicle of racialized social control and therefore prison privatization is most likely to be found in states where minority prisoners comprise a relatively larger share of the state prison population. Yet, these studies are mostly silent concerning the precise mechanisms that link the state racial context to privatization outcomes.
In the first and only study of its kind, Enns and Ramirez (2018) examined the relationship between racial prejudice and support for prison privatization using national survey data. They found that racial animus towards Blacks
was strongly related to individual-level support for prison privatization and therefore ‘the move toward private carceral institutions may be, in essence, a substitute for how society inflicts punishment on those it dislikes and wants
to exploit’. (p. 6). Although Enns and Ramirez do not examine cross-state variation in prison privatization rates, the
broad implication is that when levels of racial prejudice among the state citizenry are high, we should expect to
observe increased usage of prison privatization. This suggests that prison privatization decisions are partially rooted
in levels of mass racial animus, not necessarily or merely the size of minority prison population.
We agree with Price et al. (2009) that state racial context – the share of the state (prison) population that is nonwhite
is an important potential determinant of privatization usage. However, we also recognize that the relationship between
racial context, racial attitudes and support for ostensibly race-neutral policies can be complex and context-dependent. For
instance, studies of state policymaking have demonstrated that the effects of public opinion on policy adoption are often
complex and contingent on the partisan composition of state government (Branham, 2018; Caughey et al., 2017; Hill &
Jones, 2017; Jackson, 1992). To provide a better understanding of how state racial context is connected to prison privatization decisions we turn to a theoretical framework, which accounts for these contingencies.

3 | SO CIAL CO NS TRUC TIO N T H EO RY AN D TH E P R I S O N P R I V A T I Z A T I O N
DEBATE
To more formally theorize the role of state racial context and state politics in prison privatization decisions, we rely
on Schneider and Ingram's (1993, 1997) theory of the social construction of target populations and its effects on
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policy design. Schneider and Ingram argued that policy design – the degree to which the policy bestows benefits and
burdens on the target group – could be reliably predicted based on two characteristics of a policy's target population.
First, policy design is heavily influenced by the prevailing social construction of the target group. Specifically, we
should expect policies that target positively constructed groups to be more generous and minimise burdens and
sanctions. The opposite is expected for negatively constructed groups, for whom policies are much more likely to
impose sanctions and further marginalise the group within society.
This aspect of social construction theory was further elaborated for racially diverse target groups in the racial
classification model (RCM), introduced by Soss et al. (2008; also see Schram et al., 2009 and Fording et al., 2011).
The RCM clarifies the ways in which negative racial stereotyping and group reputations can influence policy design,
which is defined broadly to include administrative structure. We rely on two core assumptions of the RCM to inform
our hypotheses concerning the role of state racial context in the growth of prison privatization (see Soss
et al., 2008). First,
When racial minorities are salient in a policy context, race will be more likely to provide a salient basis
for social classification of targets and, hence, to signify target differences perceived as relevant to the
accomplishment of policy goals.
This assumption highlights the importance of the racial composition of the target population in policy design.
For our purposes, this suggests that the racialization of the prison privatization debate is likely to depend on the
Black share of the state prison population. Second, the RCM asserts:
The likelihood of racially patterned policy outcomes will be positively associated with the degree of
policy-relevant contrast in policy actors' perceptions of racial groups. The degree of contrast, in turn,
will be a function of (a) the prevailing cultural stereotypes of racial groups, (b) the extent to which policy actors hold relevant group stereotypes, and (c) the presence or absence of stereotype-consistent
cues.
This assumption acknowledges the fact that racial context and racial attitudes are at least somewhat independent, especially at the elite (i.e., policymaker) level. In other words, although the target population for a policy may
be perceived as largely ‘Black’, policy design will further depend on what policymakers believe to be true about Black
people. Racial group stereotypes can serve as proxies for more detailed information about a policy's intended target
group and in turn this can influence the design of policies, including administrative systems.
Do racial stereotypes exist that convey such information about target groups and the potential for rehabilitative
success and deservingness in correctional facilities? One such stereotype likely to be informative in this regard is the
belief that Blacks are inherently more prone to commit crime and especially prone to commit violent crime. The existence of this stereotype has been documented in numerous studies (e.g., Alexander, 2010; Hurwitz & Peffley, 1997;
Sniderman & Piazza, 1993; Wacquant, 2009; Gaynor 2018; Gaynor & Blessett, 2020), and Quillian and Pager (2001)
conclude that, ‘The stereotype of Blacks as criminals is widely known and is deeply embedded in the collective consciousness of Americans, irrespective of the level of prejudice or personal beliefs’ (p. 732). Thus, the RCM suggests
that a disproportionate presence of Black prisoners may lead state policymakers to be less willing to invest scarce
public resources in government-run rehabilitative facilities; however, it's not merely Black prisoner presence but also
or especially when Blacks are constructed as inherently more violent and deviant, and henceforth unlikely to be successfully rehabilitated that prison privatization becomes more attractive.
Policy responses to negative minority reputations could also induce prison privatization because of associated
concerns regarding resource pressure and facility overcrowding. Prison privatization represents one popular strategy
for increasing capacity to meet the correctional demands of minority populations perceived to be criminally inclined
and undeserving of public investment and accountability (Hallett, 2006). Moreover, Black prisoners could be
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perceived to be more costly to supervise and rehabilitate, requiring supplementary public resources to handle behavioral and health concerns, and are thus more likely to place pressure on government budgets. In states with greater
presence of Black prisoners and heightened levels of racial animus towards Blacks, contracting for corrections management with private firms can provide a cost-effective way to swiftly and cheaply handle those perceived to be particularly troublesome offenders.
These expectations are summarised by the Social Construction Hypothesis, stated more formally below as two
component hypotheses.
The Social Construction Hypothesis:
1. The Black share of the state prison population will be positively related to the percentage of state prisoners
housed in private prisons.
2. The effect of the Black share of the state prison population on the privatization rate will be strongest in states
where more voters hold negative stereotypes of Blacks as criminal and violent.

3.1

|

The moderating role of state partisanship

We additionally argue that when prison privatization debates become racialized due to sizable Black prisoner presence, it's not only mass racial stereotyping acting as mediating force on privatization, but partisan composition of the
state legislature that also helps determine levels of correctional privatization. We believe this is primarily due to
mobilization of issue advocacy around privatization and partisan actors representing relevant political constituencies.
Indeed, a second core assumption of social construction theory stresses the importance of the political power of the
target group. Schneider and Ingram (1993) argue that in some cases, groups that are negatively constructed can
overcome their disadvantage in the policymaking process by utilizing their political resources, which may include
financial resources or in the case of Black people in racially diverse states, their power as a voting bloc (also see
Keech, 1968). In the era of mass incarceration, minority-led civil rights groups have increasingly come to believe that
corporate interests and bureaucratic load-shedding to private prison operators can potentially have adverse effects
that disproportionately affect minority prisoners (and communities), and therefore privatization should be strongly
resisted. Public opinion research demonstrates that Black citizens are significantly more likely to oppose prison privatization due to shared group concerns with prisoner treatment and corporate corruption (Ramirez, 2015).
According to Ramirez (2015), ‘African Americans are able to translate their self- or group interest into their policy
preferences’ (p. 234) and generally oppose prison privatization efforts.
Since the 1990s, several notable civil rights organizations operating in states as diverse as Minnesota, Florida,
Mississippi, and California have come out publicly against prison privatization efforts, citing concerns over prison
conditions, minority prisoner treatment and corporate interests superseding racial equity. In 2012, the NAACP drafted a resolution opposing the entire private prison industry, citing a ‘long record of mismanagement, abuse, and corruption’. (NAACP, 2012 Resolutions, p. 16). In April of 2016, Colour of Change representatives started calling upon
the Congressional Black Caucus Board Members to stop accepting lobbying dollars from private prison interests.
One representative is quoted as saying, ‘private prison companies are responsible for some of the worst human
rights abuses, targeting Black communities in America’. (Prison Legal News, 2016). More recently on the 2016 presidential campaign trail, Democratic Party candidate Hillary Clinton reportedly made overtures to Black Lives Matter
representatives in closed doors meetings, promising to end the use of for-profit prisons in federal corrections
(Richardson, 2015).
These examples suggest that prison privatization has been particularly effective at mobilizing minority constituencies and partisan actors representing those constituencies organised around civil rights and racial justice issues.
This further complicates the state politics of privatization decisions. When the prison privatization debate becomes
racialized, as we argue it does in states with higher Black prison populations, the politics of privatization thus pits
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private prison lobbyists against progressive civil rights groups (and the dominate party organization that represents
their interests legislatively). The outcome of this battle, we argue, is likely to depend on the partisan composition of
state government. Specifically, we expect that Black presence in the state prison population is far less likely to result
in the use of private prisons in states controlled by Democrats due to the fact that Black people and civil rights
groups wield significant electoral and lobbying power within the Democratic coalition.
Apart from being the primary partisan actors representing civil rights interests, Democratic policymakers, due to
broader governing orientation, are expected to resist privatization efforts due to concerns with corporate profitseeking and lack of direct public accountability (Kim & Price, 2014). Private sector contracting removes direct governmental control over corrections management, creating what public administration scholars have dubbed the ‘hollow state’ (Milward, 2014; Milward & Provan, 2000), inviting concerns around accountability and equity. When
Black prisoner presence is high and debates around corrections management racialized, Democratic lawmakers
should be more aligned with mobilized civil rights and anti-corporate advocacy, making prison privatization less likely
with heightened Democratic partisan presence. Although white Democratic lawmakers have been found to support
punitive policing measures in street-level law enforcement (see Eckhouse, 2019), we believe this is unlikely to extend
to support for housing prisoners in private facilities. Alongside racial equity and civil rights advocacy sits a Democratic governing resistance to ceding core public services like correction management to corporate contractors
(Kim & Price, 2014; Price & Riccucci, 2005). In the heightened presence of Black prisoners, we believe Democratic
composition of the state legislature will make it less likely prisoners will be housed in private facilities; whereas,
greater GOP state legislative presence is predicted to increase privatization usage.
In contrast, opposition to prison privatization, whether through racial justice advocacy or anti-corporate avenues, is unlikely to have significant political and electoral consequences for Republican officials. According to Kim
and Price (2014), ‘privatization is expected to minimize government spending on correctional business… and to
reflect a “get tough on crime” stance’ (p. 4). Additionally, the authors write that, ‘Old-fashioned partisanship in legislative and government functions has greatly influenced the prison privatization (debate). Republicans are likely to be
more conservative than Democrats and prefer an ideology, which favors market solutions’ (Kim & Price, 2014, p. 7).
As a result, we expect that the political forces underlying the logic of the social construction hypothesis and state
partisan dynamics are most likely to result in the use of private prisons under Republican control. We refer to this
expectation as the State Partisanship Hypothesis, which is stated more formally below:
The State Partisanship Hypothesis: The positive effect of the Black share of the state prison population on the
prison privatization rate will be stronger when Republicans have greater presence in a state legislature, and diminished when Democrats have larger legislative presence.

4
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EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

The dependent variable for our analysis is the number of state prisoners housed in privately operated prisons. This
data is available for all 50 states from the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) for the period 1999–2016. Our primary
hypotheses of interest concern the effect of the racial composition of the state's prison population on the use of
prison privatization. We measure the racial composition by including the percentage of the state prison population
that is Black, based on data provided by the Bureau of Justice Statistics. The Social Construction Hypothesis predicts
that due to the salience of race and ethnicity in the context of crime and imprisonment, the Black share of the prison
population should be positively related to the use of private prisons. However, we also hypothesize that this effect is
also conditioned upon the prevalence of stereotypes of Blacks as violent. To measure the prevalence of such stereotypes we rely on data from the 2016 wave of the Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES). Unlike other
nationally representative surveys, the CCES is especially useful for state-level analysis due to the fact that the survey
is designed to include a representative sample from every congressional district. This ensures that the survey provides a large national sample (approximately 50–60,000 respondents for each wave) as well as representative
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samples for every state. In 2016, respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the following
statement: ‘I often find myself fearful of people of other races’. Because we are interested in whites' fear of Blacks,
we limited our sample to white respondents only (N = 40,015). We created a state-level measure of fear of minorities by computing the statewide average for this item. The final measure was rescaled to range from 0 to 1 based on
the state minimum and maximum values. We estimate the moderating effect of this variable by including a product
term – Black Prisoner Percentage * Fear of Minorities. We expect that the coefficient for this interaction effect will
be positive.
In Table 1, we provide some evidence of the validity of our measure of minority fear. The table reports the
state-level correlation (N = 50) between minority fear and several other variables we would expect should be – at
least to some degree – correlated with minority fear. For example, we find that minority fear is positively related to
the actual violent crime rate and the percentage of adult arrests comprised by Blacks. These relationships are consistent with studies that find that fear of crime is at least partly associated with the actual crime rate (e.g., Weitzer &
Kubrin, 2004) and that violent crime tends to be associated with minorities (especially Blacks) due to racial stereotypes and disproportionate local media coverage of violent crimes committed by Black people (Entman, 1992;
Gilliam & Iyengar, 2000). We also find that minority fear is positively correlated with the percentage of the state population that is Black. However, minority fear is unrelated to the size of a state's Hispanic population and state citizen
ideology. This evidence suggests that our indicator of minority fear is largely tapping whites' fear of Blacks rather
than Hispanics and is distinct from more general political orientations. Finally, we find that whites' fear of minorities
is modestly correlated with a state-level measure of racial resentment constructed by Smith et al. (2020). This last
finding is important as it establishes an empirical connection between our analysis of state policymaking and the
individual-level analysis of racial resentment and prison privatization published by Enns and Ramirez (2018).
The State Partisanship Hypothesis predicts that the positive effect of the Black share of the state prison population can be moderated to some degree by the Democratic presence in the state legislature. Republican policymakers
should have relatively little incentive to respond to social justice advocacy or concerns with corporate accountability
due to the fact that they generally are not part of the Republican coalition or governing orientation. We measure
Republican leadership of state government as the percentage of state legislators from the Republican Party. We
model this conditional effect by including a product term – Black Prison Percentage * Percent Republican Legislators.
Our expectation is that the coefficient for the interaction term will be positive.1
We control for a number of additional variables that have been cited by prior literature as relevant to the privatization decision. First, while population size is often cited in early privatization research as evidence of marketplace
competition and increased proclivity for public sector contracting (Brudney et al., 2005; Ferris & Graddy, 1986;
Greene, 1996), more recent research finds that larger jurisdictions are less likely to contract-out for functions with
high fixed-costs, such as penal corrections (Foged, 2016). In turn, we expect that larger states will be more inclined

TABLE 1

Correlations between mean level of fear of minorities and state social and political variables

Variable

Correlation with fear of minorities

violent crime rate

0.32*

citizen liberalism
percent black population
percent hispanic population

0.03
0.59*
0.20

Black arrests %

0.70*

racial resentment

0.40*

Note: Cell entries contain the bivariate correlation (Pearson's r) between our state-level measure of fear of minorities from
the CCES and each of the variables listed, averaged over the analysis period. The sample size for each correlation is N = 50.
See Table S4 for measurement and sources.
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to retain public control over state prison systems. Privatization scholars theorize the privatization decision to be
driven by both instrumental and political motivations (Hodge, 2000). Instrumental motives are generally defined as
rooted in a desire to reduce costs and enhance economic efficiency. We therefore expect that states may be more
likely to engage in privatization when the state is experiencing fiscal stress, or when a state's prison population
places relatively heavy financial pressure on the state (Jing, 2010; Nicholson-Crotty, 2004). Accordingly, we include
per capita state tax collections (in 2009 dollars and lagged 1 year) as a general measure of state fiscal health, the percentage of state spending devoted to corrections (lagged 1 year), and the size of the state prison population. We
expect that the effect of state tax collections will be negative while corrections expenditures and prison population
size should be positively related to prison privatization.
Privatization theorists also recognise that privatization may be driven in part by political considerations. In particular, privatization is thought to be driven by conservative ideological values and penchant for market-based
administrative solutions (Mitchell & Butz, 2019). For this reason, in addition to measures of state fiscal conditions we
also include two indicators of the state political environment. First, we include the measure of state citizen liberalism
constructed by Berry et al. (2010). Second, we also include the percentage of public sector workers that are
unionised. Based on prior empirical studies, we hypothesise that both indicators should be negatively related to the
prison privatization rate (Jing, 2010; Nicholson-Crotty, 2004).
Next, we include the state violent crime rate, a variable that has been understudied in extant research, for a few
reasons. First, it could be that increased violent crime yields heightened demand for correctional capacity that is
readily achieved with administrative contracting. It could also be the case that state policymakers are responding to
constituent concerns for swift correctional action in response to immediate violent criminal activity. That is, it might
not be negative social construction of Black criminality or mass racial animus driving demand for prison privatization,
but rather real-world concerns about heightened criminal activity and correctional capacity. As a final control, we
include the frequency of prisoner-based litigation, utilizing the measure reported in Gunderson (2020).

4.1

|

Estimation and results

As described above, our dependent variable is the annual number of state prisoners housed in a private prison – a
count outcome. Accordingly, we utilize count data methods. Specifically, we rely on negative binomial regression,
which unlike its simpler alternative, poisson regression, allows for overdispersion.2 To deal with the added complications of panel data, we estimate our model using the conditional fixed effects negative binomial model (Hausman &
McFadden, 1984). In addition, we include a lagged dependent variable to model temporal dependence and fixed
effects for the Census regions.3
We begin by estimating an additive model that does not include any interaction terms. The results of this model
are presented as Model 1 in Table 2 and show some support for several of the theoretical perspectives on prison privatization. Although the level of tax collections is unrelated to private prison growth, the strong positive effect of
the percentage of state corrections spending suggests that at least in part, privatization is driven by the financial
challenges of supporting a large prison population. The effects of the political environment are mixed. The effect of
citizen liberalism is insignificant, but the effect of the public sector unionization rate is negative and highly significant,
suggesting that privatization efforts are curbed when public sector workers are more effectively organised in the
political realm. Finally, we find that the racial diversity of the prison population matters – privatization is positive
related to the percentage of prisoners that are Black, lending some initial support for our baseline Social Construction Hypothesis.
We now move to a more complete model specification of prison privatization, which allows us to test the social
construction and State Partisanship hypotheses more directly by adding two interaction terms to the model – Black
Prisoner Percentage * Fearful of Minorities and Black Prisoner Percentage * Percent Republican Legislators. These
results are reported in Model 2 of Table 2. The results for the control variables generally remain unchanged. The
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T A B L E 2 Negative binomial regression results for effect of racial context on growth in state prison privatization,
1999–2016
Independent variables

(1)

Black prison percentage

0.0367** (0.00746)

Black prison percentage * fearful of minorities

-

0.101** (0.0179)

Black prison percentage * % Republican in
state legislature

-

0.000494** (0.000166)

% Republican in state legislature

-

Fearful of minorities

0.353** (0.0637)

Public employee union density

Violent crime rate

0.0462* (0.0186)

0.0145 (0.00810)

Corrections expenditures %

Prison litigation

(2)

5.239** (0.690)
0.315** (0.0649)

0.0149* (0.00607)

0.0175** (0.00596)

0.0000663 (0.000128)

0.0000618 (0.000133)

0.00196** (0.000458)

0.00114* (0.000456)

Citizen liberalism

0.00219 (0.00492)

0.00367 (0.00540)

State tax collections (per capita)

0.114
(0.218)

0.0594
(0.177)

State Population (log)

0.643** (0.144)

0.525** (0.145)

Region (Baseline = Northeast)
Midwest

0.307
(0.248)

0.0936
(0.265)

South

0.185
(0.338)

0.303
(0.359)

West

1.141** (0.291)

0.599*
(0.291)

State prison population (total)

0.00109 (0.000560)

0.00108 (0.000567)

Lag of dependent variable

0.000206** (0.0000296)

0.000196** (0.0000285)

Constant

7.025** (2.039)

8.736** (2.229)

N

680

680

Note: Cell entries are conditional fixed effects negative binomial regression coefficients with z-statistics in brackets.
Estimates were generated using the xtnbreg procedure in Stata 15.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

effects of corrections spending and prison population size continue to be positive and statistically significant, while
the effect of public sector unionization continues to be negative and statistically significant. Most importantly for
the purpose of our analysis, our hypotheses are supported as the coefficients for both interaction terms are positive
and statistically significant. It thus appears that the effect of the Black prisoner percentage is highly dependent upon
prevailing minority stereotypes as well as partisan balance in the state legislature. To better understand how these
conditional effects operate, we present a graphical summary of the marginal effect of Black prison percentage (and
the associated 95% confidence interval) by (1) the average level of white fear of minorities and (2) the percentage of
state legislators that are Republican. For each graph, we present the marginal effect of Black prison percentage as
the incidence rate ratio (IRR). This represents the factor change in the dependent variable (number of private prisoners) given a one percentage point increase in Black prison percentage. Thus, a value of 1.0 is equivalent to an
effect size of 0, a value less than 1.0 represents a negative effect and a value greater than 1.0 a positive effect. These
illustrations are presented in Figure 2.
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In the top panel of Figure 2, we see that in states where fear of minorities is relatively low, the IRR of the Black
share of the inmate population is near 1.0 and statistically insignificant. However, as fear of minorities increases
beyond the midpoint of the scale the effect of the Black prisoner percentage steadily increases. This is consistent
with the RCM and in particular the proposition that the effects of the racialization of the target population are
enhanced by the salience of racial group reputations. Black prisoner presence matters most to prison privatization
usage when the white citizenry harbours higher levels of racial fear.
In the bottom panel of Figure 2, we plot the IRR of Black prisoner percentage by the percentage of the state legislature that is Republican. We see a very similar pattern as before. At the left end of the scale – where the legislature is controlled by Democrats – the racial diversity of the prison population has no effect on privatization. Yet, as
the percentage of Republicans passes the majority threshold the effect of the Black prison percentage increases and
becomes statistically significant. Thus, it appears that the effects of race on privatization can be mitigated to some
degree by elected officials or policymaking elites. Although we cannot isolate the precise mechanism underlying the
moderating effect of state partisanship, this finding is consistent with our argument that Democrats should be less
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Note: The graphs plot the predicted marginal effect (incidence rate ratio) of the percentage of the
state prison population that is Black by (1) the statewide level of “fear of minorities” as
measured by the CCES and (2) the percentage of the state legislature that is Republican. The
marginal effect is expressed as the change in the log of the predicted count. The values were
generated using the margins procedure in Stata 15 after estimation of model 2 in Table 2.
F I G U R E 2 The effect of the black composition of the state prison population by fear of minorities and
Republican legislative composition [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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motivated to pursue privatization – especially in a highly racialized policy environment – due to the fact that their
electoral fate depends on the support of civil rights and social justice advocates who generally oppose privatization
within the criminal justice system.
In Table 3, we present results which reflect the combined moderating power of white fear of minorities as
well as state legislative partisanship. In the first row of Table 3 we present the IRR for a hypothetical state where
white fear and Republican presence in the legislature are each set at values representing the 10th percentile for
each variable. In this environment, where fear is low and Democrats dominate the state legislature, the IRR value
is near 1.0 (0.9931) and far from statistical significance. Moving to the 50th percentile values for each moderator, the effect of Black prison percentage is now statistically significant. The IRR value suggests that for a
10-percentage point increase in the percentage of the prison population that is Black, the state private prison
population is predicted to increase by 42 percent (10 x 0.042). This effect is considerably stronger at the 75th
percentile values, where white fear is more prevalent, and Republicans have a comfortable margin in the state
legislature. The IRR value suggests that a 10-point increase in the Black share of the prison population is
expected to result in a 66% increase in the private prison population. Based on our data, seven states are
characterised by this high-fear, strongly conservative political environment – Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,
Michigan, Ohio, South Carolina and Tennessee.
Overall, our results provide strong support for the importance of the racial context in understanding states'
use of private prisons. However, one might reasonably wonder if our results are driven by the more general
effects of racial context, such as the overall size of the state black population, rather than the racial composition
of state prison populations. Admittedly, these effects are undoubtedly inter-related theoretically as well as
empirically. Indeed, the correlation between the Black prison percentage and the Black population percentage is
around 0.90. Yet, in our Supporting Information, we report results of two additional analyses which lend at least
some support for the relevance of social construction mechanisms. First, in Table S3 we replaced our measure of
Black prison percentage with a measure of the state Black population percentage. While the moderating effect
of fear of minorities remains positive and statistically significant, the moderating effect of legislative partisanship
is no longer significant. Second, in Table S3 we replaced the measure of Black prison percentage with an alternative indicator of the racial composition of target population – the percentage of all arrestees who are Black. This
measure is correlated at approximately 0.90 with both the Black prison percentage and the state Black population percentage. The results for this model were statistically equivalent to the results reported in Table 2. That
is, the moderating effects of fear of minorities and legislative partisanship are both positive and highly
significant.

T A B L E 3 The combined moderating effects of state legislative partisanship and fear of minorities on the effect of
the black percentage of the state prison population
z-Value

Political context

IRR Black prison %

10th percentile
Fear of minorities = 0.24
Republican legislator % = 30.1

0.9931

0.56

50th percentile
Fear of minorities = 0.62
Republican legislator % = 50.8

1.042

5.43

75th percentile
Fear of minorities = 0.79
Republican legislator % = 61.8

1.066

8.0

Note: The table presents the predicted marginal effect of the Black prison population percentage, expressed as the
incidence rate ratio (IRR), setting the moderating variables at their 10th, 50th and 75th percentile values.
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C O N CL U S I O N

Governments routinely contract with private sector firms in corrections management, yet modest research has been
directed towards understanding patterns in prison privatization occurring at the state-level. Considering the deep
historical connections between racial minorities, especially Black populations, and the American criminal justice system, policy researchers have conjectured that racial politics partially underlie prison privatization decisions
(Hallett, 2002, 2006; Price et al., 2009), but minimal scholarly work systematically examines the racial antecedents of
correctional privatization. We argue that as Blacks comprise a larger share of the state prison population, the privatization debate around corrections management becomes more racialized – perceptions of criminality and corrections
become more rooted in negative racial frames, resulting in conditions amendable to greater use of private prisons.
We argue further that this racialized connection to privatization outcomes is relatively complex and context-specific.
In particular, the findings suggest that two variables: (1) levels of white racial fear and (2) Republican presence in
state government condition the relationship between of the Black prison population and privatization usage. Put
another way, the Black prison population works to increase privatization levels most strongly when state citizenries
hold heightened levels of minority fear and when Republicans have a larger presence in the state legislature. This
research not only advances scholarly understanding of prison privatization patterns but can also help policymakers
and advocates better understand where and why prison privatization is likely to be employed in the U.S. states. For
instance, civil rights groups opposing privatization will likely have greater success in dampening prison privatization
efforts in states with lower levels of racial animus/fear and states controlled by the Democratic Party, while facing
more headwinds in more racially fearful and Republican led states. Scholars of racial politics, social equity, and new
public management should continue pushing this research agenda forward. For instance, might media coverage of
crime or civil rights advocacy efforts shift the social construction or group reputation of Black prison populations,
making privatization more or less attractive? Might racial animus motivate the usage of neoliberal administrative
arrangements in other racialized policy areas such as social welfare or education policy?
This research also has implications for public affairs scholars and practitioners who desire enhanced racial equity
in policymaking and practice (Gooden, 2015; Lopez-Littleton et al. 2018). One core pillar of public administration
involves the pursuit of social equity or fairness in the design and delivery of public services, including racial equity
(Frederickson, 2010; Blessett et al. 2019). Finding that prison privatization usage is more likely among states with
higher Black prison populations and more racially fearful states, could suggest that potential equity issues exist with
regard to disparate prisoner treatment and outcomes from the criminal justice system in these places. Future
research can help illuminate researchers, advocates, and policymakers as to how and why racial determinants influence administrative privatization efforts.
ENDNOTES
1

We also estimated the effects of alternative indicators of state government partisanship, including (1) a measure of state
government ideology (Berry et al., 2010), (2) separate measures of legislative and gubernatorial control, and (3) a trichotomous measure of party control. The results are very similar for the state government ideology indicator, yet we find no
effect for the party of the governor (see Tables S1 and S2). Irrespective of the operationalization, the findings demonstrate
that partisan presence in the state legislature moderates the relationship between Black prisoner presence and privatization usage.

2

The poisson regression model assumes that the conditional variance is equal to the conditional mean of the dependent
variable. As is often the case in empirical applications, this assumption (equidispersion) does not hold for our data. The
negative binomial regression model is a less restrictive model that takes overdispersion into account through the estimation of an overdispersion parameter.

3

A joint F-test ultimately determined that the inclusion of the year fixed effects was unnecessary.

DATA AVAI LAB ILITY S TATEMENT
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable
request.
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